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I have just read to you two statements concerning the subject of
Christian maturity. Two proclamations made by two men of great authority;
Jesus and Paul's statements appear to contradict each other. Jesus says
that one has to become as a child in order to enter the Kingdom of God.
Paul seems to imply that one needs to give up the attributes of a child to
be truly mature.

If these statements cancel each other out, then we can say "amen" and
go home early. However, before anyone has their hopes lifted for an early
exit, I don't think they contradict each other.

To check this out, might we reflect for a moment on the two passages.
Let us observe Paul's statement first.

I. CHILDISHNESS

Paul is pointing to that which is childish and immature. He is making
us aware, as we all are, of the elements in a child that indicate
immaturity. We can easily identify some of these characteristics.

1) For the most part, a child doesn't use good judgement. Experience
hasn't taught him that fire is hot. It's difficult for a child to perceive
that it's dangerous to play in the street. A child doesn't quite
understand that your teeth will decay if you don't brush.

A seminary professor of mine said that when he was a child,
his parents had to constantly nag him about brushing his teeth.
He didn't see any reason for this. At the age of fifteen, he
discovered that reason. That reason was the cutest little girl
that sat across from him in history.

I think it was an episode on the T.V. program "Leave It To Beaver"
that depicted two little brothers grocery shopping. They chose such
nutritious foods as popcorn, peanuts, potato chips, cookies, and candy.

We adults don't always make sound judgements. An economics professor
of mine characterized us, the American consumers, as buying things we don't
need with money we don't have.

2) Second, children sometimes want what they want and when they want
it. Sir George Savile said, "Children and fools want everything."

Two years ago, my wife Diana and I were in a large grocery store,
finishing some shopping.

We were making our way to the cashier when we heard this
intense wailing and crying. Shoppers began to change checkout
lanes. The manager from the high office stood up. I thought he
was going to call the police until we made our way to a position
where we could see the cause of the disturbance.








